Tour Name
Tam Giang Lagoon by Motorbike

Tour City
Hue

Tour Snapshot
Get off the beaten path to discover parts of legendary Hue that most visitors don’t have the chance to see. With its unchanged
lifestyle, traditional customs, and old school agricultural practices, this Hue tour is a trip back in time to see a society preserved
for centuries. Take the ultimate mini getaway from city life on the back of a motorbike and find calm in the beautiful Vietnamese
countryside.
Highlights
Head out of Hue for an exciting ride through the Vietnamese countryside on the back of a motorbike.
Visit a local artist's house at Sinh Village which is famous for "tranh moc ban" (wooden printing-board paintings).
Take a sampan cruise on Tam Giang Lagoon and try out some local fishing techniques.
Experience the simple life in the unchanged traditions of rural society.
Inclusions: Local English-speaking guide, Tam Giang boat trip, return transportation by motorbike, helmet, specialty snacks,

local tea and fresh fruits.
Exclusions: Items of a personal nature, tips / gratuities for driver or guide.
Schedule details
Duration:4.30 - 5 hours
Pickup location:
Pick up at centrally located hotels in Hue
{label-what3words-location}
Pickup time: 1.00 PM
Drop off location:
Drop off at centrally located hotels in Hue

Full Itinerary
On this Hue tour we're actually going to take you straight out of Hue and into the countryside. Escape the hustle and bustle of
Hue for a peaceful village known for its beautiful architecture, stunning surroundings and friendly locals. After a short safety
briefing, you'll hop behind an experienced motorbike driver to head out and enjoy the ocean wind in your hair. This amazing ride
will take you out to the villages, winding through quaint towns, and past the majestic Tam Giang Lagoon.
First off, we will meet a local artist at Sinh Village which is famous for "tranh moc ban" (wooden printing-board paintings). Then
we'll call in to a farming family to witness their traditional lifestyle and challenge yourself to some farm work in the rice field. We'll
reward you with a taste of Hue's most famous specialty snacks and honey tea.
Our Hue motorbike tour continues to a so-called Ghost City, where hundreds of tombs have been built and beautifully
decorated. Here you'll learn its secrets and the beliefs and history of the local people.
Before the sun sets, we'll take you to Tam Giang Lagoon where a sampan is waiting to take you out for a fishing harvest. We'll
stop by a fish and prawn farm to help the fisherman haul up their catch ready to sell at market. Learn how to throw a fish net and
try your luck at catching one in the lagoon.
Our day in the Hue countryside ends with fresh fruits and tea prepared by our local host as we bid farewell to the last rays of

sunshine and ride back into the city.
Additional information
Inclusions: Local English-speaking guide, Tam Giang boat trip, return transportation by motorbike, helmet, specialty snacks,
local tea and fresh fruits.
Exclusions: Items of a personal nature, tips / gratuities for driver or guide.
Dress standard: Sunscreen, sunglasses, light and comfortable clothing are recommended.
Your Trip: For your Urban Adventure you will be in a small group of a maximum of 12 people.
Confirmation of booking: If you have your voucher, your booking is confirmed. We'll see you at your hotel for pick up. Please
check your hotel details are correct on the voucher. If your details are not correct, it is very important to please email us to
confirm your correct pick up hotel using the contact details on the voucher. If you prefer you may also phone the change through
to us during business hours.
Closure of sites: From time to time Vietnamese authorities close sites temporarily with very little if any notice which will lead to
alternate arrangements being made for the trips affected at late notice.
Child Policy: Children under age 12 are not permitted to join this tour.
Local contact
Office phone number: +84 (0) 904 193 308
Email address: info@hueurbanadventures.com

